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If you find any typos or errors in the course notes, please let me know so that I can add them to the list!

1. (pg. 13, Anon.) Last sentence of first paragraph: “...give the programmer the ability to...”
2. (pg. 16, Anon.) 4th sidenote: “…for naming boolean functions”
3. (pg. 23, Anon.) Middle: “Any real interpreter does not just need to know that it must substitute…”
4. (pg. 26, Shawn) Bottom: “… the language offers a number large number of functions…”
5. (pg. 29, Zhe) Top: “it first removes the calling function’s stack frame from the call stack”
6. (pg. 29, Yuwei) 3rd code example, line 6: function called should be multiples-of-3-helper, not multiples-of-3.
7. (pg. 32, Wei Jun) Definition of sum-helper, line 7: arguments should be flipped.
8. (pg. 61, David) Line 10 of the second code block: function call should be (a msg a1).
9. (pg. 69, Vicky) Top: (global-cont 100) evaluates to 300.
10. (pg. 87, Anon.) foldr code example: second expression should be (1 + (2 + (3 + (4 + 0))))).
11. (pg. 89, Eric) Middle: take nats 5 should really be take 5 nats.
12. (pg. 118, Anon.) Last example: sumofStack [] = 0 should actually be sumOfStack [] = (0, []).